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Abstract

We tried to examine the relationship between the
shapes of ST segment and action potential ( AP ) in
ischemic area by 3-D computer simulation in reference
to experimental study.  Aoki-Wei model was applied to
this study. The ischemic cell units were assigned to
the lateral wall of the left ventricle.
Electrophysiologic properties of model cells are
specified by their parameters concerning the shape of
AP. In in vitro experimenst,the APs from ischemic-like
and normal sites were measured from epicardial
preparations from the canine heart.  The positive shift
of RMP was a major factor to induce the horizontal
ST depression. The downslope ST depression was
simulated in the instance of both the loss of AP
amplitude and AP shortening extended from
endcardial to epicardial site .The results may provide
the useful interpretation of clinical ST abnormalities
in ischemic heart disease.

1. Introduction

ST segment deviation is classically hallmark of
myocardial ischemia. Recently the increase in patients
with non-ST elevation myocardial infarction
(NSTEMI) come up ground[1]. Notwithstanding its
clinical importance, the precise mechanism of ST
deviation is still unclear[2]. In the present study, the
relation from both shape and degree of ST depression
to the change in local action potential was investigated.
For realization of the purpose, the appropriate
computer simulation model (Aoki-Wei model) was
used[3,4]. In the present study, the well known 3 types
of ST depression (upsloping, horizontal and
downsloping types) were simulated by altering the

parameters of cardiac action potential incorporated in
the model in reference to the experimental results.  

2. Methods

1) Experimental study; The endocardial preparations
(5x3x2mm) were dissected from canine left ventricle
and pinned on the superfusion chamber. The local
injury current was generated as the voltage difference
between the local epicardial area exposing the agar cake
containing 140meq-KCl and the normal area. The
transmembrane action potentials (AP) from both areas
were simultaneously recorded through glass
microelectrodes. 2) Computer simulation study; Aoki-
Wei model was applied to this study. The ischemic
cell units were assigned to the lateral wall of the left
ventricle. Electrophysiologic properties of model cells
are specified by their parameters concerning the shape
of AP. Following parameters of ischemic cells were
adjusted to reproduce morphology of ST depression;
AP amplitude, resting membrane potential( RMP ),
and durations of phase II and III of AP .

3. Results

   Figure 1 shows the representative record of injury
current. It was represented to the differencial voltage
from APIs to AP-N. The AP-Is was recorded at the
border zone 0.3mm apart from the edge of agar cake.
Simulated ST (S-ST) line consisting of the sum of
diastolic and systolic injury current (DI,SI) indicated
by the arrow heads in figure 1 is corresponding to ST
segment depression observed at clinical
electrocardiogram (ECG). Then the decrease in AP
amplitude and RMP are major determinant factors to
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construct ST deviation.

Figure1.Action potentials and simulated ST segment
Abb.AP-0:zero potential line of AP, S-ST:simulated ST
segment, M-0:mechanically zero potential line, AP-
Is:action potential from simulated ischemic area, AP-
N:action potential from normal area, DI:diastolic injury
current, SI:systolic injury current.

Figure 2.Simulated ST depression depending upon the
change in local action potential similar to myocardial
ischemia.
Abb.RMP:resting membrane poteitial, M-O:mechanically
zero potential, DI:diastolic injury current, SI:systolic
injury current.

Based on the experimental results, ischemic ST
depression were simulated. The results are as follows;
1) upsloping type of ST depression was simulated
when AP shortening and decrease in AP amplitude
were set in ischemic like lesion. 2) positive shift of
RMP was a important factor to induce the horizontal
ST depression. 3) the downslope ST depression was
simulated under  the instance of both decrease in AP
amplitude and positive shift of RMP. 4) if either
10mv positive shift of RMP or 10mv reduction of AP
amplitude was set, 0.04 to 0.06mv ST depressions
were produced.

 4. Discussion

It was supposed that the extent of severe ischemic
lesion is larger in downslope than in upslope type ST
depression, and the appearance of horizontal type ST
depression chiefly depend on the positive shift of
RMP. The results may provide the beneficial
information of clinically observed ST abnormalities in
coronary heart disease.
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